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Urban population in our major cities is rapidly growing, increasing the
demand for dwellings and thus, the prices. This will likely lead to the
“urbanization” of the suburbs, where many people will be willing to move
to get affordable housing. Increased use of existing grounds within city
limits implies that in the future homes more and more will be
constructed in areas with suboptimal outdoor air quality, close to e.g.
noise sources like roads, railways, and factories. Apart from that, there is a
need of designing new houses and redesigning existing ones in a new
way to meet the demand of different type of users, to comply with the
necessity for comfortable, sustainable and resilient buildings, and not
least, to provide the users with quality of life and enhanced wellbeing.    
Reducing the environmental impact buildings have on our planet is a
well-recognized issue among both practitioners and researchers. It has a
large influence on the way buildings are designed today and will
certainly continue to inform future developments in efforts to mitigate
climate change.  
An equally important issue lies in understanding how buildings affect
people’s health and wellbeing. Today, one out of six Europeans report
living in unhealthy homes, i.e. buildings that have problems with
dampness, underventilation, lack of daylight, inadequate heating during
winter or overheating problems during summer. We spend around
2/3rds of our lives in the indoor environment of our homes but we have
forgotten to focus on the indoor climate when (re)designing these living
environments. 
How can we address these issues with solutions that benefit both the
occupants and the environment?  
With this design competition, we want to stimulate the minds of young
and future building designers and engineers to identify innovative
solutions that help create good indoor air quality, adequate thermal
comfort and stimulating light and acoustic environments in dwellings
also taking into account energy efficiency and e.g. climate resilience. 

Scope



The REHVA Healthy Homes Design Competition 2022 wants to
encourage and challenge students and young professionals working
within the field of building design, building physics, and buildings service
systems design to explore the theme of healthy living – and to create a
deeper understanding of indoor environmental quality as well as
exploring the impact of future climate changes. 
The award celebrates and promotes excellence in projects with focus on
people’s health & comfort and indoor climate solutions in their living
environments and at the same time balancing energy use. 
The award encourages projects that celebrate the privilege of being a
student or young professional; with curiosity and with the willingness to
think “out of the box” in the approach to the indoor environmental
dimension of future living. 

 

All teams that participate will receive a certificate for their participation.

 

The competition 
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STUDENTS: 
The award is open to any registered student of architecture or
engineering – as individual or (better) as team representative.
At least one of the team members must be attending a
university in a REHVA member country. All team members
must be students at least during the year 2021 and/or 2022.
We encourage the participation of multi-disciplinary teams,
that consists of students of different backgrounds
(architecture, building physics, HVAC technology, etc.) 

Who can participate? 
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: 
The award is open for young professionals with a maximum until
the age of 35 years (max. turning 36 in 2021) – as individual or
(better) as team. At least one of the team members must have
their address in a REHVA member country during the design
competition period. We encourage the participation of multi-
disciplinary and -competence teams including e.g. architects,
HVAC specialists, building physics consultants and IEQ
specialists, building product manufacturers, contractors and
energy or/ outdoor environment specialists.

Type of award and
categories  

There are two prize categories: one for teams that
consists of students only and one for teams that consist
of young professionals. 
In each prize category there will be appointed three
nominees by the jury of the design competition. These
6 teams will be invited to come to the CLIMA 2022
conference in Rotterdam, the Netherlands
(accommodation paid for two members of the team;
with free access to the conference). After a presentation
of the six projects during the conference, one winner
for each category will be appointed by the jury. The two
winners will be announced and celebrated during the
closing event of the CLIMA conference. 

https://www.rehva.eu/about-us/members
https://www.rehva.eu/about-us/members
http://www.clima2022.org/


The project 
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Imagine you have a plot in Rotterdam, on the edge of the
city, close to an industrial area; but still, you and your
teammates are determined to create an above-average
healthy & comfortable apartment complex for 20
households, that tunes in with present-day challenges.
What would you build on that plot? How would you
shape a new way of living at this suboptimal location?
How will you make the best out of it? And how would you
make this dwelling complex healthy and comfortable but
also energy-efficient and climate-resilient?  

As a healthy home, the focus of the project is on the
indoor environment – the health and well-being of the
occupants. The indoor air quality, as well as thermal,
acoustical and visual comfort, play an important role in
the design. The project should present the solutions
applied to achieve the best level of comfort, in terms of
indoor climate and daylight. A specific focus should be
set on the contemporary and future challenges faced by
both designers and end-users e.g., related to climate
change. Also, the design should tune in with the specifics
of the (virtual) building site.  

The future healthy homes are as well expected to be
sustainable and resilient to climate change. Sustainability
can be seen in many different aspects, mainly related to
the environment, economy and society. The project
should use the most appropriate level of technologies
according to the building use, considering hybrid
ventilation, active and passive solutions where possible
and have a clear sustainable direction in its energy
consumption while maintaining high indoor climate
quality. The buildings and systems should also be ready
to adapt or resist the climate challenges of tomorrow. 

More details about the location and the requirements can
be found in Annex I.
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Submission 

Criteria
The jury will evaluate the projects in
accordance with the following criteria: 
How the project is researched and
documented 
How the project addresses contemporary
and future challenges in general 
How the project addresses the challenges
specific to the proposed building site 
How is the project convincing in terms of
enhancement of the health and comfort
of future occupants 
How is the project convincing in terms of
estimated energy efficiency and climate
resilience 
The overall level of experimentation,
creativity and innovation 
The overall graphic presentation of the
project, how the project presents itself 
Affordability and replicability, how
accessible is the solution compared to
available technology and products 
For the nominated projects the oral
presentation is also included in the
criteria. 

The jury

With the registrations open, you will receive detailed information on the
teams' project submissions. 
Your project can only be delivered digitally and only by the person who
has registered (the team contact person). 
The jury evaluation is performed online and you should take into account
that your project should present itself digitally. 
All documents and presentations must be in English and will be
disseminated by REHVA and delivered to the jury members before the
design competition evaluation. 
If your project is among the nominees, you will also need to prepare an
oral presentation of the project and 3-5 minutes video presentation for
online communication. 

Mieke WeteringsSue Roaf  

All design competition entries are
reviewed by an international jury which
will judge the projects anonymously . 

The jury consists of: 

Stefano Cognati 
(jury chair)

Karel Kabele Jelle Laverge 



Partners
The design competition is hosted by REHVA. 

VELUX Group is the sponsor and primary partner providing ideation,
resources and funding. 

Other parties can be involved if both REHVA and VELUX Group agrees.
Level of involvement can be endorsing or active participation. 

It is essential that all partners and sponsors share the overall ambition
and goals for the design competition.  

Schedule

April 2021
 

First public
announcement 

Prizes
The 6 nominee teams will earn a chance of
getting published in the REHVA Journal. 

 

All nominee teams will get 3 days
accommodation during the conference and

free access to the CLIMA conference (a
maximum of two teammembers). 

Travel costs to and from Rotterdam are not
covered. 

 

The two winning teams will each receive 
€ 5000. REHVA is not liable for tax payments

etc. in the participant’s local country. 7

March to April
2022

 

Jury meeting –
evaluation of all

submitted
projects

1 Jun 2021
 

Registration
opens  

1 Oct 2021
 

Submission
period opens

1 Mar 2022
 

Submission
deadline; project

upload 

15 Apr 2022
 

Announcement
of nominees and
online exhibition

24 May 2022
 

Presentations by
nominee teams
at CLIMA 2022

25 May 2022
 

Winners
announcement
at CLIMA 2022

 

SAVE THE
SAVE THE  DATES!
DATES!

https://www.rehva.eu/rehva-journal
http://www.clima2022.org/


Winners announcement

The teams are and will stay intellectual owners of their ideas and designs;
nevertheless REHVA and VELUX Group will have the right to publish the
different competition outcomes, but must always mention the names
and rights of the teams involved. 

Communication on and photos and films of winners, winning projects
and honourable mentions will be released to architectural magazines,
newspapers, webpages and other relevant media after the winner’
announcement. 

By entering the Competition, the participants accept that REHVA and
the VELUX Group may publish and disseminate the submitted projects
and photos of the participants in analogue and digital form. 
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Public announcement

Further information, specification and
inspiration will be available on

www.healthyhomesdesigncompetition.com.

Nominees will be informed within one week after
the jury voting (planned for 1st of April 2022). 
All submitted projects will be displayed after the
nominees announcement at

 www.healthyhomesdesigncompetition.com
 As soon as the finals are done also the two

winning teams will be announced on the website.
Winners will also be announced on the REHVA
website and in a joint press release by REHVA and
VELUX Group. 

http://www.healthyhomesdesigncompetition.com/


ANNEX I

Location description: North Western edge of the Madroelpark in Pernis-
Rotterdam 

The project is planned for an area that is on the edge of the Rotterdam
metropole in a semi-industrial, informal area that allows for new construction
to happen without a large impact on existing ecosystems. Pernis is up and
coming as more and more people discover that this is a location with an
atmosphere of its own, still not too far from downtown Rotterdam (20 minutes
by metro or waterbus) with housing and land prices that are 30-50% lower
than elsewhere in the region.  

The area is now in use as a soccer field. The soccer club that at present uses the
field is planned to be relocated elsewhere. The Northern part of the upper
soccer field and surroundings is the location for our competition. See photo 2. 

A drawback of the location is the fact that the area as a whole (and our
building site) is surrounded by highways, busy waterways and industry (incl.
petrochemical industry). This implies that outdoor air, external noise and light
pollution are issues that should be taken into account when planning and
designing new buildings.  

The location is outside the present winter dyke; this dyke will stay as it is. The
implies that the design should anticipate periodical flooding of the plot
(assume a maximum flooding height of 1 meter above the level of the present
soccer field).  
For more information about the site and the surrounding area: see the photo’s
3 till 6. 

For the competition, a residential complex of at least 20 apartments has to be
designed. The maximum height (this includes items attached to the roof) that
is allowed is 18 meters above the present level of the field. Aim for one
structure (volume) that at its highest point has a total of 5 floors including the
ground floor.

The location
Details of the competition

Coordinates of the competition site: 51.894450 N, 4.385560 E 
For an impression of the site: see photo 1 
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The apartments should be diverse in character and
size, allowing for households sized 1 to 6 people
across all age groups, some also with included
studios/workspaces (anticipating people working
from home). The gross floor area of the apartments
should vary from around 60 m2 to around 200 m2. 

At least 10% of the net floor surface of the building
should be projected for communal use by all
households. Specific functions that are communal: to
be suggested by the design team. 

The rest of the area (the other half of the soccer field
and other plots now used by the soccer club that
layout outside the red indicated area of photo 2) is
planned to be used (later in time) for new terraced
houses with a maximum height of 9 meters (not part
of our competition).  

A maximum of 33% of the site of 64 x 45 meters (see
photo 2) can be used for the footprint of the
apartment complex. At least 33% of the site should
be designed for general, public use of the outdoor
space; the rest of the plot can have any use; this part
of the plot ideally should be designated for use that
stimulates healthy, sustainable and climate-resilient
living.  

Car parking is allowed on the plot but for not more
than 10 (partly communal) cars in total. But the
whole site should be designed to be (first and for all)
pedestrian and push-bikers friendly. Assume car
access from the East side of the plot.

The location
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The location

Competition sitePernis-Rotterdam

Impression of building site Impression of nearby Pernis center

view towards West from site (with
industrial / petrochemical installations)

view towards East from site (with
Rotterdam center in the background)

1 2

3 4

5 6



Daylight penetration: the daylight factor (in at least 50% of the floor surface of living rooms,
bedrooms and workspaces) should be 2% or more; optimization of daylight penetration (with
attention to overheating, see below) is required both when it comes to façade and roof structure
design; at least 40% of the apartments should have a ‘roof connection’ (living spaces directly
under the roof).

Sightlines: trees and other natural elements around the site (trees at present circling the soccer
field) can be partly removed to boost views from the apartment complex onto the river and the
Rotterdam skyline. Just as long as this removal is compensated with new nature elsewhere in
the area. 

Winter comfort: a minimum temperature of 20˚C in winter (especially in living rooms and
working spaces) should be guaranteed; draft problems should be avoided by using a clever
system design. 

Overheating: overheating should be avoided (especially in bedrooms and working spaces).
Upper temperature limit should be in line with the category II adaptive comfort requirements
mentioned in standard EN 16798-1: 2019. Anticipate with the design on a warmer outdoor
climate in the coming decades (increasing risk for heat stress especially in urban environments).

Indoor air quality: fresh air supply should be such that indoor CO2 concentrations nowhere are
higher than 550 ppm above the outdoor concentration, assuming regular use. Air leakage (and
transportation of e.g. cooking smells) between apartments should be avoided with a smart
system design; the overall building also should be moisture & mould resistant (remember, we
are in a wet country); additional measures should be taken to keep indoor concentrations of
other pollutants (e.g. volatile organic compounds, fine particles, nitrogen oxides) as low as
reasonably achievable, especially during episodes of suboptimal outdoor air (related to e.g.
industrial accidents, periods with non-favourable winds).

Noise: the building as a whole should protect occupants against both outside (traffic / industry
related) and indoor (neighbour) noise; for both aspects, the design limit value is 30 dB(A). 
Note: The official soundmap of Rotterdam shows (for adjacent residences) external sound noise
levels of around 55 dB(A), which still excludes additional noise from ships (think of periodical
noise from running engines at night for on-board electricity generation); so it will be quite a
challenge to assure acoustical comfort in the building. As far as noise from neighbours is
concerned: take measures both against airborne sound and impact sound (e.g. walking).

The first objective for the overall design of the complex and it’s building service systems
is to ensure healthy and comfortable living of the complex’ future occupants. Therefore,
the following performance requirements are set (for most aspects roughly in line with
the category 2 / class B requirements mentioned in the Active House Specifications 3.0):

ANNEX II
The requirements
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https://www.si2.nl/eu-kaarten/rdam/2017/geluidsbelastingskaartrtd2017.html
https://www.activehouse.info/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Guidelines_ActiveHouse_III_2020_Spreads.pdf


Simulations & calculations: in case a design team would like to execute detailed calculations
and/or simulations, for more background information on preferred methods and standards, see
the previously mentioned Active House Specifications. Such calculations or simulations could
help to convince the jury of a team’s genius but (again) they are not obligatory. In case
simulations / calculations are executed: this is not necessary for all apartment types, focus on
just one of the smaller ones and one of the bigger ones.

Personal control: ample & smart options for control / adjustments by occupants of momentary
daylight and sunlight penetration, temperature, fresh air supply, etcetera. 

Ceiling height: according to the Dutch Building Code in living quarters ceiling height should be
at least 2,6 meters.

Energy use: annual energy demand should be less than 60 kWh equivalent per m2; this includes
energy use (if any) for space heating, cooling, ventilation and domestic hot water use, but
excludes energy use for lighting, computers and (other) electric appliances. At least 20% of the
overall electricity demand of the apartment complex should be generated on-site. As far as
heating and cooling is concerned: all kinds of on-site heat and/or cooling generation solutions
are allowed but keep in mind that according to the Dutch Building Code new buildings cannot
be connected to natural gas or other on-site fossil fuel-based facilities.

Angle of Southern façade and roof: the overall design should make the most out of the available
sun energy (both for passive heating and energy generation purposes); therefore the Southern
façade of the complex is required to be tilted ‘backwards’: the angle between most of the
Southern façade and the horizontal plane should be 70 degrees or less (not 90 degrees like with
most regular designs); a substantial part of the roof also should be tilted to optimize e.g. daylight
penetration towards the upper floors. 

Other aspects: (virtual) bonus points can be won when a design team shows additional
attention to other health aspects (other than the ones described above) and aspects like e.g.
circularity, use of biobased materials, local biodiversity, accessibility, inclusion and community
life. 

High-tech vs low-tech: both smart high tech and smart low tech solutions will be awarded by
the jury. The overall structure, the building physics and the building’s HVAC and other building
service systems should be designed to operate as one integrated system that ensures that the
previously mentioned health and energy requirements are met.

Apart from health & comfort, other aspects matter too:

The requirements
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ANNEX III
Submission details
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site plan (layout including surroundings)
elevations (front, back, side)
floor plan of one apartment
diagram that visualizes the heating / cooling / ventilation concept (winter situation)
diagram that visualizes the heating / cooling / ventilation concept (summer situation)
diagram that explains integrated water systems (hot and cold)
diagram that explains on site energy use / overall energy concept
diagram that visualizes the overall lighting concept
some general text that describes the overall design, that explains how it fits into the
surroundings, that expresses how thermal comfort, indoor air quality, light and acoustics is
optimized and how the environmental impact and energy use is minimized 

How did you optimize daylight penetration?
What have you done to optimize sightlines / to boost outlook?
What measures did you take to improve winter (thermal) comfort?
How do you avoid overheating / what have you done to optimize summer comfort?
How do you optimize the whole site to deal with the heat island effect?
Could you describe your overall passive and/or active cooling/heating concept?
What measures were taken to optimize indoor air quality?
Could you describe your overall passive and/or active ventilation concept?
What measures were taken to optimize acoustics and to avoid noise hindrance?
How do you make sure that future users of your buildings have adequate options for personal
control over their indoor environment?
What measures were taken to minimize overall energy use of the context?
How is on site energy generation optimized?
What other measures were taken in relation to other aspects like e.g. circularity, accessibility,
enhancement of local biodiversity...? 

Teams are asked to provide 2 documents.

An A0 poster that will be exhibited at CLIMA 2022 and that incorporates:

An A3 landscape booklet of maximum 12 pages (these pages can have an additional annex e.g. with
calculation results but the main focus of the jury will be on the core text and the diagrams
presented on the 12 pages). This booklet should contain the exact same items of the A0 poster (see
above) as well as a more detailed description of the design and location of the building and a more
elaborated description of the concept of the individual systems shown in the diagrams. 
Please explain your vision by answering each by each the following questions (tip: include these
questions literarily in your document). 

The URN (Unique Registration Number), that you received by email, needs to be specified in both
your deliverables.

NB: Your project can only be delivered digitally and only by the person who has registered (the
team contact person). All documents and presentations must be in English. If your project is
among the nominees, at a later stage (after March 2022), you will be asked to also prepare an oral
presentation of the project and 3-5 minutes video presentation for online communication.



© 2021 REHVA, Rights Reserved

www.healthyhomesdesigncompetition.com

Good luck!

https://healthyhomesdesigncompetition.com/

